
[Today’s Date] 

 

Dear Editor, 

Minnesota is a state of abundance. We have what we need to take care of each other, to invest in the 

health and economic security of all Minnesotans, and build a stronger and more equitable future for all 

Minnesotans– if we, as a state, choose to do so.  

With an improved budget forecast and federal funding coming to our state and local governments, 

Minnesota has an opportunity to make needed investments in the public services that will allow all of us 

to get through the immediate crises as well as address the disparities and disinvestment that existed 

before the pandemic. But those funds are temporary. 

Passing a “status quo” budget that keeps racial and geographic barriers to opportunity and well-being in 

place is not acceptable. We can do better.  And we’re counting on our state policymakers to make 

investments in things that create a future where all of us can thrive, like our schools, child care 

assistance, health care, affordable housing, and addressing the incredible gaps in opportunity and 

economic well-being based on whether people are Black, Brown, or white, or where they live. 

Those long-term investments will need additional resources. That means raising sustainable revenues  

by asking those with the most resources to pay a bit more in order to build the more equitable recovery 

we all envision for our state.  

And, our neighbors agree. A recent survey of Minnesotans (commissioned by the Minnesota Budget 

Project) shows that a majority support raising taxes on higher income households and profitable 

corporations. 

By pursuing thoughtful and just public policies, we can counter the threats to Minnesotans’ health and 

well-being, and make sustainable investments so that all of us can thrive, no matter who we are or 

where we live. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

[Your Name] 

[Address and phone number if writing from personal perspective] 

[Organizational contact information if writing from organizational perspective] 


